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Janet Caird didn t write many books that I m aware of, although
maybe were published in Britain than here in the U.S I liked
them because they re all mysteries that take place in Scotland.
This gothic suspense opens with a bizarre tidal wave hitting the
town of Lochy It sits on a great, deep, black loch somewhere in
Scotland A peaceful sleepy town After they recover from the
flood, people start noticing the loch seems to be losing its
water Getting lower and lower each day until it is empty A
strange eeriness descends on the town and no one wants to
talk about the loch Now an empty, dry sea bed, a cave has
been revealed up on the cliffs What mysteries does it hold
When Evan Ritchie, the town adventurer decides to climb the
cliffs and investigate Janet stands at the edge of the loch bed
and watches Suddenly Evan is catapulted out of the mouth of
the cave Did he just lose his balance and fall or was he pushed
Janet is sure she saw movement at the cave before and that
she saw a figure push Evan But how could that be Evan s body
is battered and obviously tampered with Someone or
something is living in the cave Alan, a local administrator in
town and John the new minister are both sweet on Janet The
three of them decide they need to find out what is going on in
the cave What the men find there is mind blowing This was a
sweet read Great suspense and unusual tale I felt like I was on
Loch Ness reading it I enjoy Janet Cairds books This is the
third one I ve read. Closer to 4.5 starsWho knew an
earthquake in Portugal could wreak such havoc in a loch up in
Scotland The book begins with a description of how the land
and the lochs were formed ages ago Then we meet the people
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in the town of Lochy Next, the earthquake causes a tidal wave
tsunami that inundates Lochy The water recedes and
everything gets back to normal, right No, something strange is
going on with the Loch At this point I really don t want to say
any about the plot Janet Caird sets up such a feeling of dread
and fear as she writes about darkness, the senses and what is
under the water in a deep loch Don t read this if you are afraid
of the dark or what might be hiding in the dark Learned of this
book and author from Hannah Started out good and unsettling
Halfway thru it became stupidly weird.Big let down. Stephen
King recommended book Noted as important to the genre we
have been discussing from A great story about the sleepy little
town of Lochy, near the water The quaint town is forced to
come together when a tidal wide hits hard leaving death and
destruction for the survivors However something is much
worse than the powerful force of disaster Something is hiding
in the caves Something primitive yet dangerous Will the
townspeople figure it out in time An engaging read that actually
causes you to feel claustrophobic when reading Caird is a
master of building suspense as her characters wander the
caves and someone or some creatures are silently waiting for
the opportunity to strike Highly recommended. My son asked
me to read this book which I was reading aloud to him when he
was very, very young He has remembered it for over 30 years
and has become very, very interested in books about alternate
societies. A book of two sides An intriguing first half mysterious
and captivating Flavoursome narrative and characters Once
the tragedy strikes it all falls down to lower than avarage and
tired suspense semi supernatural thriller A missed opportunity
here. It all starts when an earthquake in Portugal shifts a fault
line on a loch floor in Scotland This, in turn, triggers a tidal
wave which reshapes the scenery and sets off a chain of
events that bring horror to a small Scottish village where
nothing ever happens.The loch starts recedingcaves appear
where water once covered them Finally, the water completely
drained, the inevitable happens People want to explore the
caves But not all is as it appears..or as safe And then there s
the caves inhabitants.who have lived there for hundreds of
yearsAwesome book While I was reading this I thought of two
books The Birds Other Stories by Daphne Du Maurier and The
Time Machine by H.G Wells Both authors would have been
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proud of this book The atmosphere builds slowly, allowing the
mist to settle on you you notice how still the air is, the behavior
of the birds, the sky s color, unusual ripples in the water You
can FEEL the unease and fear start to build before the tidal
wave hitsAs the waters in the loch disappear, objects are
unearthed in the floor of the loch boats, pots and pans, an old
car wreck etc Casually while exploring, a man pokes around a
large white pebble with his walking stickread the description of
what follows she watched while he worked and worked with the
stick until it was revealed a skull, water smoothed and
yellowed, with sand and silt dribbling from the eye sockets in
thick oozy tears If you like thrillers that are high in atmosphere
and mystery but not in violence you d like this.CONTENT SEX
Once implied but not shown to readerPROFANITY
NoneVIOLENCE Natural disaster, a man falls from a cliff after
being blindedPARANORMAL ELEMENTS NoneMY RATING
PG SWIFT TIDES OF DREAD Janet Ogilvy Began To Fear
The Strange Rumors Circulated About The Caves That
Mysteriously Appeared After A Tidal Wave It The Town Of
Lochy, And Relics Of Other Ages Were Uncovered They Were
Only Rumors, But Her Heart Told Her That Alan, The Attractive
Man She Secretly Loved, Might Be In Danger Then One Day A
Daring Young Man Scaled The Cliffs, Clambered Into One Of
The Openings And Fell Beck To His Death Minutes Later It
Was Clearly Evident That His Battered Body Had Been
Tampered With Someone Or Something Was Living In The
Caves Janet Knew She Must Risk Unlocking Their
Treacherous Secrets Before She Could Ever Again Embrace
The Man She Loved
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